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In planning a Detection System, it is necessary to compare the
amount of area visible from each lookout or proposed lookout and select

the combination of points giving the maximum coverage within cost limits
with reference to fire hazard areas.

Several methods of obtaining the data in a form that lends itself

to a method of comparison have been successfully used.

They all show

the visible areas on a map, usually as colored patches.

As the seen

areas overlap from points looated near each other, it is necessary to de
vise a system of colors and cross-hatching to accurately represent each
proposed point.
The methods used are herein described.

I.

Visibility Mapping by use of Panoramic Photographs.

This method has been used with excellent results in Region Six,
supplemented by a minor amount of field sketching where it was im
possible to take good photographs.

The panoramic photos are to be recommended, not only for their
accuracy, but from a PR standpoint as well.

They are very helpful in

the location and pointing-out of fires to men not at the lookout,
such as those in the supervisor's headquarters, patrolmen, firemen,

firefighters, etc.

The system used in Region Six is herein described.

The Osborne Photo-recording Transit is used.

It was invented

and patented by W. B. Osborne Jr.

The instrument has azimuth graduations in degrees marked upon a
track inside the camera across which the film slides or is drawn.

The

track has holes drilled through it at every 10° graduation mark, and
across these an azimuth tape is stretched.

with the degrees marked upon it.

The tape is of celluloid,

Azimuth readings can be adjusted by

shifting the tape adjustment wheel.

The camera is mounted upon a special transit head graduated in
degrees with a vernier which reads to the closest minute.

ring is movable for orientation purposes.

The azimuth

The legs are heavy transit

legs and are demountable, the head being packed in a separate box when
not in use.

Vertical angles are recorded also upon the negative.
stationary for the camera is level when taking pictures.

These are
A level line

is later scratched upon the negative between the 0° graduations on each

side, after developing.

Th#rline then represents a horizontal projec

tion in all directions at the same height as the lens of the camera.

Paper degree scales accompany the photographs for reading vertical angles,
The camera is leveled by a demountable spirit level, on which one
degree equals two minutes.

It is essential to have the camera level for

accurate results.

A demountable alidade fits on the top of the camera, to be used in

orientation.

The alidade is fitted with a compass needle.

Seats are

fitted on the side of the transit for a solar attachment, which may or
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may not be used.
When the camera is mounted on the transit head, it can be re

volved about on its tracks, thus allowing a complete panorama to be
taken from one set-up.

The instrument is fitted with a special high-grade aerial camera
lens having a focal strength of 5.919 inches.

The camera has no shut

ter, but as the lens swings around and not the whole camera, the spring
of the strong clock-motor forces the light funnel on the back of the

lens up against a plush-covered butt-plate, thus shutting out the light.
This necessitates the door of the camera being closed while the motor

is wound up.

When fully wound up, the light funnel is again in posi

tion against the plush-covered plate on the opposite side of the camera.

The exposure times are governed by small fans or governors of dif
ferent sizes which are placed inside a housing on the top of the camera
and attached to a spindle on the clock-motor.

The larger the fan, the

longer tine it takes for the clock-motor to unwind and the more time it
gives the exposure.

Infra-red film has given the best results in the Northwest.

It is

less sensitive to the ultra-violet rays that cause the hazy appearance
of the landscape so noticeable in most film emulsions.

It was also

found by experience and experiments that an A. Wrattan filter having

a light factor of from five to eight gave the most satisfactory results
when used with the infra-red sensitive film in the instrument.

The

film comes in rolls of six exposures each, and is 6W x 100" in size.

It can be obtained from one of the commercial photographic supply
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houses by special order.

The camera takes a 120° arc, with a 2^° overlap on each end.. This
necessitates taking three exposures to have a complete panorama.

If

two exposures of each 120° sector are taken, it completely uses one
roll of film for each lookout, and also insures against the possibility
of an accident spoiling an only negative.

The following features adapt the Panoramic Photographs to visibil
ity mapping:
1. Level Line

By means of a paper vertical angle scale (Fig. 7), eleva
tions of other mountains or topography may be determined from the
known

elevation of the camera's level line.

2. Azimuth Scale

The camera is oriented in reference to true north and the

proper azimuth readings are recorded upon the film, allowing de
grees and fractions thereof to be read.

3.

Each photograph covers 120° or l/3 of the circle.

Three

photographs are needed to complete the panorama and are taken
with the Osborne Photo Recording Transit.
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The visible areas are plotted upon one-half inch scale U.S.G.S.

quadrangle sheets, if available for the areas to be mapped.

A base

map may be substituted if necessary, but to secure the most accurate
results, contour lines are essential.

Fig. 1.

The sheets are pieced together, forming one map with a radius of
15 miles from the point occupied.

The map is then placed under a large semi-circular protractor

(Fig. 1).'

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE
CORVALLIS,
Fig-TZ.

This protractor is made of celluloid .050 inches thick, with a 10"

radius, semi-circular opening cut out and graduated into 130°. (Fig. 2)
The lookout occupied is placed directly under a pin hole in the
center of the protractor and fastened in place by a push pin to a draw

ing board beneath.
The map is then oriented in reference to the photographs, and by

using a straight edge, the correct azimuth readings may be laid off

directly onto the map.

This allows the exact determination of the lateral

extents of ridges or the horizontal boundaries of any object seen on the

photographs.

(See Fig. 3).

The next step is to determine the lowest limits of visibility on

ridges or the vertical extent of the line of sight.

The straight line of

vision when looking over one ridge onto another drops as the projection

of a straight line from the lookout (following diagram, Fig. 4) across
the top of the intervening ridge (B), and intersects the second ridge
(C) at the point (X).
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Fig. 4.

As the line of sight is projected over the ridge (B) onto ridge (C)
the distance (LO) to (X) is unknown.

To determine location on the map of point (X) two calculations are
necessary:

(1)

The rate of drop.

(2)

The distance from A to B, which can be taken directly from

the map.

These measurements are simplifed by using a "harp" or profiler de

signed in this Region (Fig. .5).

The frame of the harp is of metal or

celluloid, 7" x 11" outside and S%? x 10" inside.

s'

-r

Small holes, evenly

•a

/

_

Fig. 5,
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spaced ten to the inch, are drilled in each end of the frame.

Fine silk

fishline (2 or 3-pound test) is strung back and forth on the frame to form
a series of parallel lines.

This harp is then super-imposed over the map (which is under the pro
tractor) and 100 or 200-foot values are assigned to each string.

Fig. 6.

To use the harp, the following steps are followed:

1.

The string hole corresponding in elevation to the lookout is

placed over the map and a push pin put through the straight edge, profiler,
protractor, and map at the lookout location and into the drawing board

(Fig. 1.).

2.

The string corresponding to the elevation of (B) on Fig. 4 is

placed over ridge or point (B).
3.

The straight edge is swung around so it also cuts across ridge

4.

The elevations are noted along the line of sight or straight edge

(B).

on ridge (C) until a contour on (C) and a string of the same value on the
harp coincide.

This is the point (X).
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By using this method progressively from ridge to ridge, profiling
becomes a rapid, effective, and accurate process.

When the ridge or object obstructing the line of sight is located
too close to work within the harp, 200-foot values may be assumed for the
strings.

A paper vertical angle degree scale accompanies each set of photo
graphs and may be used in conjunction with the harp as follows:

t
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Fig. 7.

By placing the pin through the straight edge and in the lower right string

hole in the harp, the rate of drop for each degree in elevation may be mark-

-
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ed on the harp frame.

(Note figures on side of harp in Fig. 5.)

To use the scale, the 0° mark on the scale is placed over the level

line on the photograph and the number of degrees to the top of the inter

vening ridge is taken.

This reading is transferred to the harp by placing

the straight edge upon the same degree reading on the side of the harp.
The intersection of the line of sight with the ground will be at a point
where a string and a contour of the same value coincide on the nearest vis

ible ridge (as a 500-foot string and a 500-foot contour).
Both the lateral extents and vertical extents of the seen areas are

now found, so the outline of the visible patches can be traced in and
colored.

It is quite essential to keep in mind the fact that the line of

sight is straight and cannot be bent around shoulders on ridges or down
the blind side of ridges.

Profiling by this method can be used only on topographic maps.

Where

only base or drainage maps are available, the mapper will have to estimate

the vertical extents.

The lateral extents may be read from the photographs

and plotted directly.

Only one who is experienced in visibility mapping on

the topographical sheets should attempt the base map mapping, for it re
quires experience and practice to judge the areas with any degree of accur
acy.

Several other methods of visibility mapping have been tried in the

different regions.

Direct field sketching from the lookout points has been

used successfully, and is perhaps a bit cheaper.

The same methods as here

in described for the panoramic photographs are used, except that an alidade
is used in place of a straight edge.

Another method used, the Relief Model Method, is quite interesting but
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very expensive.

area.

It is necessary to have an accurate relief map of the

In most cases these are not available, and are very costly to make.

The filament of an electric bulb is placed exactly at the lookout loca

tion, and when illuminated in a dark room, only the lighted areas will be

the areas visible from the lookout. It may now be photographed and re
duced to the proper scale. Caution must be used in locating the bulb
filament as any error will give the wrong visible areas.

Still another method is to use a direct profiling system, obtaining

the data necessary to begin the map directly from a field sketch. The profiling is then done from ridge to ridge progressively. This method is not
as accurate as the mapping done from the photographs, for the pictures

combine all the advantages of a field sketch and the direct profiling meth
od, thus making it the most advisable system to use.
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